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Is your child halfway through first grade and still unable to read? Is your preschooler
uninterested in coloring and ready for reading? Twenty a few minutes a time is all you need, and
within 100 teaching days your son or daughter will be reading on a good second-grade reading
level. Everything you need is here now -- no paste, no scissors, no flash cards, no difficult
directions -- just you as well as your child learning together. One hundred lessons, completely
illustrated and color-coded for clearness, give your son or daughter the basic and more
advanced skills needed to turn into a good reader. Today for the very first time, this program
provides been adapted for mother or father and child to use at home. technique outperform their
peers who receive instruction from additional programs. Analysis has proven that kids taught by
the DISTARreg; Teach Your Child to Read in 100 Easy Lessons is a comprehensive, step-by-step
program that shows parents simply and obviously how exactly to teach their children to read. Do
you wish to help your child read, but are frightened you'll do something wrong? It's a practical,
easy-to-follow, and enjoyable way to help your kid gain the essential skills of reading. RAs
DISTARreg; may be the most successful starting reading program open to schools across the
country.Teach Your Child to Read in 100 Easy Lessons will bring you and your child closer
together, while providing your son or daughter the reading skills required now, for a better
chance at tomorrow.
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From zero to hero! I'm an English instructor but at the secondary level, meaning if they come if
you ask me, they are currently expected to know how to read. at first it was like pulling tooth,
and mommy needed a big glass of mommy juice after a lesson.! Despite the fact that my
husband and I are voracious visitors, and that we read to our daughter daily, she had developed
a loathing towards everything letters.. On top of that, it's scripted, which makes it so easy. The
reserve teaches the child to sound it out first (as they usually should). My boy has gone from not
being able to read ANY terms, to reading MANY phrases (2-4 letters) with ease." I wish they
would have included that details in their website description because then I would have known
this book and method were not for all of us.My daughter simply finished lesson 25, and the
transformation is amazing. PERSEVERE! It picks a few noises to teach and has children reading
very basic phrases with the high regularity sounds, adding noises and words to the mix as it
goes along. Excellent!and noticing how he was suddenly READING A WORD! The summer
before she was to start out Kindergarten, I decided to take issues into my own hands. It instructs
you just what you should do if your kiddo makes a mistake, and how to praise when they obtain
it right. And so I came across this book. She's gone from blending up letters to reading basic
sentences such as for example, "The cat is between the sheets. The sack is near the man." In
addition, because she has experienced success herself, she is pleased with herself and a lot
more willing to engage in the activities! I will not lie; Because of this, I've no formal trained in
how to teach kids to learn. But she right now picks the book through to her own each morning
and practices all by herself.This book is definitely worth it, along with every beginning headache.
Your kid will start to catch on sooner rather than later, and before you understand, he/she will
end up being reading! DON'T GIVE UP! That is a brilliant method of teaching young children to
read. It's up to YOU to create it work! This review will be continuously updated as we progress
through the 100 lessons. We're also keeping a sticker chart of which lesson each boy has
completed.--------------------------------\UPDATE 3/11/18We are now up to Lesson 47. The library
then i want to purchase it at a lower price, and I place the pages right into a 3 band binder.. They
go over why this method works and how long it got them to achieve success with all the kids
they examined this book's method on. I AM STUNNED. It gives very specific guidelines on how
to instruct, the tone to make use of, how to correct errors, pronunciation, etc. Some phrases are
always said differently than how we audio them out. If we don't put in the effort, it will fail.
PERIOD. He caught on. I was stunned. If you ask me, this is actually a bonus because I'd like my
boys to discover that boring isn't poor and that sitting is still a skill as much as reading.I've
added on BOB Books after each lesson, plus they are the perfect addition to these lessons. I
picked this up at the library years back, and renewed it till it fell aside. You might want to as
well.Upon getting it in the mail, I browse the introduction. The method works, everyone.We're on
Lesson 20, currently. I offered incentive (more on that later on) for completing a week's worth of
lessons. We held at it. It is monotonous and repetitive, nonetheless it
works.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~(2/16/18)Lessons 1-20: Let me start by being flawlessly honest with
you. A change flipped in his small brain and he began putting the items together about gradually
sounding out the letters without pausing.but to after that explain that it is a funny word that's
spoken differently. When she was still blending up her letters and noises, and resistant towards
all reading video games at 5 years old, I began to worry. How I never considered this by myself
can be beyond me. He was stunned. The first 5 lessons had been tortuous for both me and my 5
year old son.We pushed about, and I adjusted my attitude from one of impatience to one of
encouragement.Around Lesson 8, something changed in my son. Sounding out what without
pauses between each letter can be amazing. The dot method found in this book is amazing. He



uses his fingers to go to each fresh dot and audio and it continues his mind on track.This book
does not have any frills. It appears boring and nothing beats we'd think to buy for a small child.
There are no shades or brilliant pictures. But it keeps their minds focused on what and
letters.This book is quite quick.. We do them in carline as we wait around to pick up his old sister
from school. I put enthusiasm in my own voice. Or, at least, she would understand each letter
and the audio it produced. I was still used to the teaching element, and he was getting used to
the seated still and repeating noises over and over and over again. He offers BLAZED through 2
boxes of BOB Books, and offers begun choosing them up and reading them by himself. It
required years of revisions of the method until they reached the one used in this book. As
described. Don't quit in the beginning since it is definitely hard and frustrating, but I PROMISE, if
you're doing your work and find a way to keep your child engaged (ENCOURAGE ENCOURAGE
ENCOURAGE!). She bought the reserve, taught her boy to read, and he was right now the very
best reader in his quality and loves to examine, and he was moved back up with his previous
class. You can knock out lessons in 10-15 moments once you've gotten the hang of these. The
praise on her report card is because of this book, hands down. Updates on additional lessons
and progress to come!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Son's Age group: 5 1/2Capability to read at start:
Knew ABCs & most of the phonics. There were a number of days where my son is doing
therefore well and experiencing his progress so much that we do yet another lesson that day
time. I must state that this is truly shaping up to be the best book I possibly could possess ever
bought for my son. I am stunned at the progress he is making! She wants to execute a few
lessons a time. That said, I try not to torture them since God produced boys to romp around and
exercise makes information stick. The orography found in the publication is ingenious for
helping little ones remember the different sounds some letters make. Fast Ship! Admittedly, we
stumbled initially. It's a tricky thing to teach a kid to audio it out WITHIN THEIR HEADS, and
when the know the word, just state it fast.... It had taken one or two times of frustration before he
caught on. Definitely recommend! We started early because she showed interest and guarantee!
We say what in our head. This book just adds the step of having them say it aloud,
too!Something I had thought about is addressed in the book as well. Success hinges on the
parent's ability to teach properly. (I acquired it spiral bound to last this time! We were going to
spend a summer months learning to examine, gosh darnnit!... There's honestly no other way to
instruct this to a child other than some words in the English vocabulary are simply weird, lol!I'm
impressed and very encouraged at my 5 year old's progress. New revise around lesson 70!
Completely goes against my gut..~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~As the mother or father (or instructor),
please remember to truly browse the introductory pages. I totally love this book- it is rather easy
to provide and We was amazed how fast my boys (4, 5) were understanding how to read. It's not
a competition but helps remember who is where. He will not like to sit still, he does not prefer to
repeat things over and over again, and it had been extremely complicated for both him and
myself as we began this book. He is remembering old phrases and can quickly sound out fresh
words because of his understanding of the letter noises. We introduced the "scorching lava"
game for the average person word reading. The bottom was popular lava and each sound was
created on a safe "rock" (a piece of paper). They walked from rock to rock sounding out the term.
Fast Ship! In the "fast way" that they had to place their finger over their mouths while walking or
jump from the beginning to the end. They started looking towards it and after obtaining even
more wiggles out, they were able to sit back to learn the story.Also simply because a reward, I
would read a reserve to them by the end, which helped them remember the target. I will make a
new update every 20 lessons. However, as others have observed, it can be boring. While



described.The lessons are simply the same, but as the kid progresses, they begin to teach newer
techniques such as "READING THE FAST WAY".IT WORKS. When reading the slow way, they
step in one sound to the next, if they're not sounding it out, they can not move- that helped with
pausing. Great method that's fun and easy to teach as well as learn Wish there are this kind of
books for all languages. My just complaint is it's only made to last thru one young child. I nearly
gave up after the first 5 days. Had never read terms by himself. I taught all 5 of my children to
read prior to they entered kindergarten. Not long ago i Bought it a new copy to begin with the
grandkids. Phrases such as 'SAID' 'TO' 'OF'. I become painfully alert to how naive I was to the
processes of reading when my girl was at the age that she should be knowing her letters and
stuff.) Years ago, I was doing a lesson with one of the kids in the bleachers as the older siblings
had been at swim lessons, another lady asked a few questions and I demonstrated her the
book. Useful and She’s reading! She explained her child got failed 3rd grade because he
couldn't read.. She was so content she had seen me teaching a 3 12 months old to read, figured if
I could perform it, she could as well. Ideal for her learning style. I completely love this book- it is
rather easy to present and We . I couldnt imagine it functioning. But no kidding. It is amazing!!
She loves it when I obtain the publication out now.He has learned the sounds well and can claim
them quickly without thinking. And she retains it!! It WORKS. An investment in a good literacy
foundation I have under no circumstances written an amazon review, and I wasn’t likely to write
this review until my girl brought home her first report card today. We started the book during the
May before kindergarten (September) and finished just before the first day of college.they'll
soon be so proud of what they can do! The next summertime, I was approached by the same
females - I didn't remember her, but she remembered me. If you think about it, that's reading. We
broke the lessons up a little bit because she was young but overall this helped me train my child
to read at age 5! Yes, yes and Yes! Last month my son couldn't read, now he is in page 174 and
he reads simply by himself in an effective pace.and now it's no problem! Inaccurate website
description I purchased this book to greatly help my 2nd grader who struggles with reading and
as soon as I recieved the book and browse the introduction, it obviously states: "This program is
not recommended for "poor visitors" who've been taught how exactly to read but help to make
frequent mistakes. THEREFORE I scoured the internet for several books and programs to help
me, as I, at that time, understood fully I knew jack squat about how exactly to teach a kid to
read. 20+ years loving this book!
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